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Intervention is an act of a state intervened against another country's domestic 

affairs. Intervention in international law is basically not allowed, but because of 

certain reasons possible interventions. One example of intervention that Russian 

intervention to Crimea (Ukraine). Background Russia intervened into the territory 

of Ukraine that is at the request of the President of Ukraine, Viktor Yanukovych 

with the intention to helping resolve internal conflicts in Ukraine, particularly in 

the region of Crimea. The problems discussed in this research is how intervention 

in International Law and how the Russian intervention measures to the territory of 

Crimea (Ukraine).  

 

This research was a normative law through data collection procedures derived 

from primary legal materials. Data obtained then processed were secondary data 

from literature studies. Literature study conducted by studying the literature, 

articles, and other reading materials is done through literature searches to the 

library of the University of Lampung, Lampung Regional Library and Internet 

sites related to this research.  

 

This study resulted in the conclusion that the intervention is an act whereby a 

State or an international organization to interfere in the internal affairs of another 

State or problems. Interventions actually banned in international law, as stated in 

the UN General Assembly Resolution 2625 (XXV) of the Principles of Friendly 

Relations and Cooperation between Nations and UN General Assembly 

Resolution 2131 (XX) on the inadmissibility of intervention in the State Affairs 

And Protection of Independence and Sovereignty. But intervention is allowed on 

condition that the following provisions in Chapter VII (Articles 39-51) of the UN 

Charter. Interventions allowed in the form of humanitarian intervention, self-

defense and collective action on the UN Security Council's mandate. Russia's 

intervention conducted with sending a Russian military forces that aim to help 

stop the internal conflict in Ukraine, but this action is branch out and running is 

not fit for purpose. This intervention in the form of occupation by Russian 

military forces, procurement referendum in the Crimea, as well as providing 

support and military aid to the rebels who threaten the sovereignty, security and 

territorial integrity of Ukraine, especially in Crimea. 
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